**Credential Attainment Decision Path**

Is the participant included in the **DENOMINATOR** of the Credential Attainment indicator? * 

Did the participant Exit BOTH during the period being reported AND for a reason not listed under Exclusions**?  

- NO

**YES**

Was the participant in Education or Training during the period? 

- NO

**YES**

Was education Postsecondary? 

- NO

**YES**

If education was Secondary, was it at 9th grade level or above? 

**INCLUDED**

**EXCLUDED**

Was it only On-the-Job Training, only Customized Training, or just both? 

**EXCLUDED**

**YES**

Was any recognized Diploma or Credential earned during participation or within 365 days of Exit? 

- NO

**YES**

Was the only credential(s) attained a High School Diploma or Equivalent? 

- NO

**YES**

Was the participant enrolled in Post.Exit Education or Training that led to at least one recognized credential within 365 days of Exit? 

- NO

**SUCCESS**

**NOT A SUCCESS**

- YES

Was the participant Employed at any point in either the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th Quarters after the Exit quarter?

**NO**

**YES**

**SUCCESS**

**NOT A SUCCESS**

**Note that we start with the denominator because the numerator places a further restriction to participants counted in the denominator, which is represented by the blue arrow on the left crossing from the yellow bubble into the green bubble.**

**Exclusions:** foster care entry, VR ineligibility assessment, reserve entering active duty, criminal offense, institutionalization, health/medical issue, death
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Is the participant included in the DENOMINATOR of the Credential Attainment indicator? *

Education
PIRL1332 or 1401 coded 1

Training
PIRL1303, 1310, or 1315 filled and not coded 00

Does PIRL901 have a date that falls within the timeframe being reported AND is PIRL923 coded 00?

Is either PIRL1332 or 1401 coded 1? Or, are any of PIRL1303, 1310, or 1315 filled and not coded 00?

Is PIRL1332 coded 1?

Is PIRL1401 coded 1?

Is PIRL1303, 1310, or 1315 coded 01 or 05?

Does PIRL1406 have a date?

Is PIRL1600, 1602, 1604 or 1606 coded 1, 2, or 3?

Is the participant counted as a successful outcome in the NUMERATOR of the Credential Attainment indicator?

Do any of PIRL1801, PIRL1803, PIRL1805 have a date prior or equal to 365 days after the date coded in PIRL901?

If PIRL1801 met prior rule, is PIRL1800** coded 1? or
If PIRL1803 met prior rule, is PIRL1802** coded 1? or
If PIRL1805 met prior rule, is PIRL1804** coded 1?

Does PIRL1406 have a date?

Is PIRL1600, 1602, 1604 or 1606 coded 1, 2, or 3?

** Note that PIRL1800, PIRL1802 or PIRL1804 cannot be empty or coded "0" because the prior decision box (respectively, the value used in PIRL1801, PIRL1803, or PIRL1805) documents the attainment of credentials.